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• Overview

• Your Online Score Report Explained

-SAT® with Essay

-PSAT 10™

-PSAT 8/9™

• AP Potential™

• Official SAT® Practice on Khan Academy®

Agenda

The majority of the slides within this presentation are intended for educators to use to review online score reports 
from the spring 2022 ISBE-provided SAT with Essay, PSAT 10, and PSAT 8/9 administration with students. 
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• A toolkit of resources will arrive in mid-May to the established public 
schools that participated under the ISBE-provided SAT with Essay, 
PSAT 10, and PSAT 8/9. 

• The digital copies of the toolkit resources are posted on ISBE’s 
assessment page: https://www.isbe.net/Pages/sat-psat.aspx under 
the “SAT, PSAT 10, and PSAT 8/9 Toolkit Resources” accordion. 

Helping 

Parents/Guardians 

Understand the SAT 

Suite of 

Assessments

https://www.isbe.net/Pages/sat-psat.aspx
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Roster Report

If students encounter any issues signing in to their College Board Student Account to view their score reports, they may need to use an access 

code (for PSAT-related assessments) or registration number (for the SAT with Essay). 

The access codes and registration numbers can be found in the school-level detailed “Roster Report” in the K-12 Assessment Reporting portal.

The detailed “Roster Report” lists students along with their scores and other information. 

Use it to

• View a student’s individual report by clicking on their name.

• Print student reports and labels, individually or in bulk.

• Retrieve access codes and registration numbers for students who have trouble signing in to their College Board Student Account.

• Find your school's AP Potential™ access code and a link to the tool.

Batch Score Reports

NEW: Educators can generate PDF score reports for all students. 

• Click the ”Batch Score Report PDF” option on the reporting dashboard and provide the test administration and grades in order to generate 

student PDF score reports. 

• One batch PDF file that includes student score reports for the requested administration will be generated. 

• The batch file will be posted in the “Reports You Scheduled” section of Downloads within 24 hours of submitting the report request.

Accessing Scores
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Online Score Report

In order to access scores from the ISBE-provided SAT with Essay, PSAT 

10, and PSAT 8/9 administration, students can create an online College 

Board account. 

Your College Board account gives you access to programs such as SAT, 

PSAT 10, PSAT 8/9 AP, PSAT/NMSQT, and BigFuture™.

If you already have a College Board account, use your credentials to sign 

in and access your online score report. 

Accessing Scores

https://cbaccount.collegeboard.org/iamweb/smartRegister


SAT® with Essay Scores
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• The College Board student score reports portal will list all your available 
SAT Suite of Assessments score reports. 

• Go to Student Score Reports and sign in to your College Board student 
account. 

• The entry for each score report will show the total score and section 
scores you received for that test. 

• Click on the box containing your score to go to your score report. 

Your SAT® with 

Essay Online Score 

Report Explained

https://studentscores.collegeboard.org/home
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Your SAT® with 

Essay Online Score 

Report Explained

Understanding Your SAT Score Report

https://youtu.be/vrcNC95ymFc
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Your SAT® with 

Essay Online Score 

Report Explained

Interpreting Your SAT Scores

https://satsuite.collegeboard.org/sat/scores/k12-educators/help-students/understand-scores/interpret
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Total Score

Next to your SAT with Essay score is “400 to 1600” indicating that the range of possible 

scores on the SAT is 400–1600.

Section Scores

After the total score are your two section scores, Evidence-Based Reading and Writing 

and Math.

The sum of the two section scores produces the total score.

This part of the score report presents test scores in the context of benchmarks for 

college readiness, indicating whether a student is on track, almost on track, or in need of 

improvement.

Your SAT® with 

Essay Online Score 

Report Explained

Score Details: Total Scores and Section 
Scores
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The Score Details tab on your score report gives you detailed information about the 
different parts of your test.

Test Scores

Your three test scores are Reading, Writing and Language, and Math. 

The Reading Test and the Writing and Language Test are combined into one section. 

Cross-Test Scores

Your score report contains two cross-test scores: Analysis in Science and Analysis in 
History/Social Studies. They’re called “cross-test” scores because the questions that 
make up this part of your score are drawn from all three tests.

Your SAT® with 

Essay Online Score 

Report Explained

Score Details: Test Scores and Cross-
Test Scores
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These seven subscores reflect how well you did on specific types of questions that appear on 
the SAT:

• Command of Evidence

• Words in Context

• Expression of Ideas

• Standard English Conventions

• Heart of Algebra

• Problem Solving and Data Analysis

• Passport to Advanced Math

Your SAT® with 

Essay Online Score 

Report Explained

Score Details:  Subscores
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• Since you took the SAT with Essay, you’ll also find a scanned copy of your 
response in the section “Essay Details.”

Your SAT® with 

Essay Online Score 

Report Explained

Score Details:  Essay
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• After your section scores, your score recipients are listed. 

• Recipients are colleges or scholarship programs to which you indicated 
you wanted your scores sent. 

• The score recipients section indicates the date your scores were sent and 
the status (whether they were sent, and if not, why not).

•

Your SAT® with 

Essay Online Score 

Report Explained

Score Details:  Score Sends
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• The following documents can be shared with students and families. Toolkit Resources

https://www.isbe.net/Pages/sat-psat.aspx

https://www.isbe.net/Pages/sat-psat.aspx
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Use these tips to help students use their scores for practice, scholarships, 
and more:

Free score sends

If students are eligible for an SAT fee waiver, they can send as many score 
reports as they want free of charge.

SAT practice

Let your students know that they can send their scores to Khan 
Academy® for a free, personalized SAT practice plan based on their test 
results. 

Colleges, majors, and careers

Inform your students of free tools to discover which colleges and programs 
are right for them. 

BigFuture College Search: Students can find out how freshmen at their top-
pick college scored on the SAT to learn whether their scores will help them 
with admission.

Scholarship opportunities

Make sure your students use their SAT scores to access scholarships from 
BigFuture Scholarships. 

Tips for Helping 
Students with SAT®

with Essay Online 

Score Reports

Tips for Helping Students 

https://www.khanacademy.org/sat
https://collegesearch.collegeboard.org/home
https://pages.collegeboard.org/big-future-scholarships
https://satsuite.collegeboard.org/sat/scores/k12-educators/help-students/get-scores-tips


PSAT 10
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The PSAT 10 and the SAT are very similar tests, and your score on the PSAT 10 
can give you an idea of how you’ll do when you take the SAT.

Your PSAT 10 score report gives you valuable information about strengths and 
areas in which you can improve. You can use this information to prepare for the 
SAT and improve your score.

PSAT 10
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Your PSAT 10 

Online Score Report 

Explained

Your PSAT 10 Score Explained

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xeKCcb59R6A
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Total Score

Your total score is reported in the range of 320 and 1520.

Your total score is the sum of the two section scores: 

• Evidence-Based Reading and Writing

• Math

Each of these two section scores is reported in the range of 160–760.

Your PSAT 10 

Online Score Report 

Explained

Score Details: Total Scores and Section 
Scores
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Section Scores

The Evidence-Based Reading and Writing and Math section scores have a 
possible range of 160–760.

Your PSAT 10 

Online Score Report 

Explained

Score Details: Section Scores
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Test Scores

The PSAT 10 contains three tests: Reading, Writing and Language, and Math. 

The Reading Test and the Writing and Language Test are combined into one 
section score.

For each test you’ll see your individual test score in the range of 8–38.

Cross-Test Scores

The two cross-test scores are Analysis in Science and Analysis in 
History/Social Studies. 

They’re called “cross-test” scores because the questions that make up this 
part of your score are drawn from all three tests. 

The cross-test scores have a range of 8–38.

Your PSAT 10 

Online Score Report 

Explained

Score Details: Test Scores and Cross-
Test Scores
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Subscores

Seven subscores reflect how well you did on specific types of 
questions that appear on the PSAT 10. 

Each of the subscores is in the range of 1–15.

The subscores are the following:

• Command of Evidence

• Words in Context

• Expression of Ideas

• Standard English Conventions

• Heart of Algebra

• Problem Solving and Data Analysis

• Passport to Advanced Math

Your PSAT 10 

Online Score Report 

Explained

Score Details: Subscores
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• The following documents can be shared with students and families. Toolkit Resources

https://www.isbe.net/Pages/sat-psat.aspx

https://www.isbe.net/Pages/sat-psat.aspx
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Follow these tips to help students use their scores for practice, scholarships, 
and more: 

SAT practice

Let your students know that they can send their scores to Khan 
Academy® for a free, personalized SAT practice plan based on their test 
results. 

Colleges, majors, and careers

Inform your students of free tools to discover which colleges and programs 
are right for them by using BigFuture College Search. 

Scholarship opportunities

Read information about accessing scholarships in your junior year from 
College Board Opportunity Scholarships. 

Tips for Helping 
Students with 
PSAT 10 Online 

Score Reports

https://www.khanacademy.org/sat
https://collegesearch.collegeboard.org/home
https://opportunity.collegeboard.org/


PSAT 8/9
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Total Score

The top portion of your score report contains your total score. 

Next to your score are the numbers 240–1440. 

These numbers are the range of possible scores on the PSAT 8/9.

Section Scores

The total score is the sum of the two section scores: 

• Evidence-Based Reading and Writing 

• Math 

Each of these two section scores is reported in the range of 120–720.

Your PSAT 8/9 

Online Score Report 

Explained

Score Details: Total Scores and Section 
Scores
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Your PSAT 8/9 

Online Score Report 

Explained

Your PSAT 8/9 Score Explained

https://youtu.be/CbpWQFVmu-A
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Test Scores

The PSAT 8/9 contains three tests: Reading, Writing and Language, and Math. 

The Reading Test and the Writing and Language Test are combined into one 
section score.

For each test you’ll see your individual test score in the range of 6—36.

Cross-Test Scores

The two cross-test scores are Analysis in Science and Analysis in 
History/Social Studies. 

They’re called “cross-test” scores because the questions that make up this 
part of your score are drawn from all three tests. 

The cross-test scores have a range of 6—36.

Your PSAT 8/9 

Online Score Report 

Explained

Score Details: Test Scores and Cross-
Test Scores
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Subscores

Six subscores reflect how well you did on specific types of questions that 
appear on the PSAT 8/9. Each of the subscores is in the range of 1–15.

The subscores are the following:

• Command of Evidence

• Words in Context

• Expression of Ideas

• Standard English Conventions

• Heart of Algebra

• Problem Solving and Data Analysis

Your PSAT 8/9 

Online Score Report 

Explained

Score Details: Subscores
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• The following documents can be shared with students and families. Toolkit Resources

https://www.isbe.net/Pages/sat-psat.aspx

https://www.isbe.net/Pages/sat-psat.aspx
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Use these tips to help students use their scores for practice and discover 
free college search tools.

SAT practice

Let your students know that they can send their scores to Khan 
Academy® for a free, personalized SAT practice plan based on their test 
results. 

Colleges, majors, and careers

Inform your students of free tools to discover which colleges and programs 
are right for them by using BigFuture College Search. 

Tips for Helping 
Students with 
PSAT 8/9 Online 

Score Reports

https://www.khanacademy.org/sat
https://collegesearch.collegeboard.org/home


Advanced Placement (AP) 

AP Potential™
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AP Potential uses scores from the SAT with Essay, PSAT 10, and PSAT 8/9 

to provide predictions for AP Exams.

AP Potential identifies students who are likely to succeed in AP courses 

and on AP Exams. 

Students with AP Potential for a particular AP course have a 60% chance or 

greater of earning a 3 or better on that exam.

Students are able to see their AP Potential in their College Board accounts.

Advanced 

Placement (AP) 

AP Potential™

https://appotential.collegeboard.org/

https://appotential.collegeboard.org/
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Your AP Potential

Your AP Potential is updated each 

time you participate in a PSAT-

related or SAT assessment. 

On your score report, click the AP Potential tab to view a list of 
all AP courses for which you are prepared to take based on your 
score.



Official SAT Practice on 

Khan Academy
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Official SAT 
Practice on Khan 
Academy

Official SAT Practice on Khan Academy

OR TAKE A DIAGNOSTIC QUIZ

ONLINE OFFICIAL SAT 
PRACTICE TESTS

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iz7Odl6e8EI
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These results are based on over 500,000 students 
from the class of 2019. 

Practice is associated with better SAT® outcomes 
regardless of gender, race, and parental 
education level.

SAT® Achievement Associated 

with Official SAT Practice on 

Khan Academy®
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• Personalized practice and recommendations: 
• Once students link their accounts, Khan Academy 

individualizes student practice based on their results 
from the SAT®, PSAT™ 10, and PSAT™ 8/9.

• Jump right into practice:
No additional diagnostic quizzes are needed.  

Link Khan Academy® and College Board Accounts
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Steps to Link College 

Board

and Khan Academy®

Accounts

Step 1
Students log in or create a Khan Academy® account at 
https://www.khanacademy.org/sat.  

Step 2
When prompted, students can agree to link their Khan Academy®

and College Board accounts. 

Step 3
Students sign in or create a College Board account.

Step 4
When prompted, students click “Allow” to authorize the account 
linking.

Step 5
Students start practicing on Official SAT® Practice on Khan 
Academy®! 

View a short video about the 
linking steps. 

https://www.khanacademy.org/sat
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=patbkNnnAQ4
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Step 1: Create or Log In to Khan Academy® Account

https://www.khanacademy.org/sat.

https://www.khanacademy.org/sat
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Step 2: Link Khan Academy® and College Board Accounts
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Step 3: Sign In to College Board Account
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Step 4: Click “Allow” to Authorize
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Step 5: Start 

Practicing via the 

Dashboard



Personalized Practice 

Recommendations
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Practice Recommendations
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Practice Recommendations
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• Help students sign in to their College Board student account to access 
their online score report so they identify strengths in each content area.

• Show students how to locate their AP Potential™ information.

• Show students how they can use results to get free, personalized 
SAT® practice on Khan Academy®.

Tips for Holding 
Student Information 
Score Sessions



Thank You

Please email questions or comments about this 
presentation to ILSAT@collegeboard.org. 

mailto:ILSAT@collegeboard.org

